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Abstract — In a human-robot team, actors need to collaborate
at different levels to make things work. They work together on
performing tasks, to achieve their mission. But, beyond this task-
work, there is the team-work per se. The team needs to coordinate
its social dynamics, the assignment of roles and responsibilities,
the building up and maintaining of a shared understanding of what
the mission is about and what the environment operated in is like.
Communication is key, particularly at the level of team-work. This
gives rise to particular challenges for human-robot interaction, among
others the formation of a common ground. The paper discusses a
framework for situated dialogue as part of collaborative activity, and
shows how some of the challenges for building and maintaining
common ground can be dealt with.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Robot-assisted search and rescue is often promoted as a
driver for robot autonomy, see e.g. [1], [26]. And robots are
getting more autonomous, there is no doubt about that. At
the same time, practical experience is showing us that robots
neither can, nor should, function fully autonomously in a
search & rescue mission. Humans are, after all, the ultimate
stake-holders. They want to be in control, or at least have the
feeling they are in control [22] – even though they cannot
(typically) go in and do things themselves. That makes both
humans and robots problem-holders in such missions, giving
rise to interdependence between humans and robots [12], [25].

Robot-assisted search and rescue is thus simultaneously a
driver for human-robot teaming. That’s where we stand now
– and that’s where we are, honestly, standing more or less
still. We can take that negatively, and positively, of course.
In a team, actors need to address issues at the levels of task-
work (what they are doing as a team), and team-work (how
they are doing so as a team) (cf. G. Kaminka). Especially
if robots are to perform autonomously, both task-work and
team-work require communication. Communication is key.
Acting autonomously there is all the more reason for robots
to keep human actors informed about progress. Without that
information, there is the risk that human actors fail to maintain

an accurate operational picture shared with the robot [7], [13],
[18], [29]. Failing that, human trust in a robot deteriorates, and
results in humans reverting to tele-operating robots if and when
possible – exactly the situation we are trying to overcome. It
is one instance of the human-robot interaction bottleneck [24].

The rabbit hole goes deeper than that, though. It’s not just
about the robot adequately communicating what is going on.
That is task-work. Beyond that, we also have the team-work
per se to deal with. And that is where most work on commu-
nication, particularly situated dialogue processing in human-
robot interaction, stops. The symbol grounding problem is
presumably solved [27], we can talk about places, objects,
what to do where and how (see e.g. [19], [30]). But, again:
that is task-work. Frankly, it is mostly just another form of
tele-operating a robot, according the robot only very limited
degrees of autonomy notably in decision-making. Arguably,
this is where the much deeper issue is with human-robot
interaction as a bottleneck to successful robot-assisted search
and rescue. We need to deal with the collaboration, start
from teaming and see situated dialogue as inherently part of
a collaborative activity. This paper is not the first to raise this
idea as such, see e.g. [14], [17], [28], and our recent work on
setting this idea in the context of search and rescue [18].

This paper goes beyond those previous approaches in that
we look closer at the issue of common ground from the
viewpoint of asymmetric agency, and introduce the notion of
social sentience. Asymmetric agency concerns the observation
that humans and robots experience the world fundamentally
differently. This changes the view on “meaning” which gets
constructed in situated dialogue, from a “truth-value-based”
idea to something more akin to a judgement or argument
for why an actor (notably a robot) believes it can construct
a particular interpretation for another actor (i.e. a human).
A way to deal with this is to be more explicit about the
conditions under which the robot believes its understanding to
be falsifiable, or in need of further verification. We can model
this potential (bearing some similarity to the clarification
potential of [9]) using the formal notions of assertion [2],
[17] including strong negation [15], [31]. Social sentience
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provides the robot with an explicit sense of its own social
role within a team. We extend the previous idea of handling
asymmetric agency through a formal notion of assertion, to
that of social sentience. The result is a constructive notion
of common ground which includes understanding at both the
task- and the team-work level.

An overview of the paper is follows. §II starts with a
discussion of a fundamental issue in forming common ground
between humans and robots, namely that there exists no
symmetry between how humans and robots experience and
understand reality. The paper captures this issue through the
notion of asymmetric agency. §III provides a brief discussion
of our approach to situated dialogue as part of collaborative
activity. §IV continues this discussion, focusing on how we can
deal with asymmetric agency at the levels of task-work and
team-work, in situated dialogue. We build up a notion of com-
mon ground in which use assertions and proofs as principal
mechanism for construing coordination in situated and social
understanding [4], [5]. The paper ends with conclusions.

II. ASYMMETRIC AGENCY

Anybody who has ever worked with robots knows this:
Robots and humans do not experience reality in the same
way. Embodiment, sensors, those are all different. Naturally,
we can endow a robot with a set of ontologies, to provide it
with human-like concepts for modeling the environment. See
for example [19]. This works reasonably well if robots operate
in well-structured environments, in which the aspects modeled
by these concepts can be more-or-less-easily individuated (rec-
ognized within observations), and interpreted using (cleanly
separable) classifiers. We can reconstruct and constrain the
robot’s interpretation of its experience to such an extent that
it results in an interpretation which, modulo uncertainty and
incompleteness, could correspond to how a human would
understand “things.”

But this is typically a fairly narrow line. We construct within
the robot a set of models presumably shared (sufficiently)
with human understanding to build up meaning as referring
to an objective truth. A truth, essentially based in human
understand, from which humans and robots can then construct
common ground as a set of mutually believed true statements.
If we consider the types of model theories provided for formal
theories of (dynamic) semantics and collaborative dialogue,
this is what you find: Given a set of possible worlds, with
each world modeling a set of true statements holding for an
agent, a shared statement φ between agents A and A′ is one
that holds at a world accessible from worlds at which A and
A′ privately (individually) believe that φ.

This is a notion of objective truth which we believe to
be untenable for human-robot interaction, as it assumes a
symmetry in interpretation and experience between humans
and robots. A symmetry which, as we already pointed out
above, is arguably absent. Therefore, rather than basing our
notion of understanding, or the meanings each actor in a
human-robot team constructs, on “truth,” we propose to adopt
the idea of judgement (op.cit RobinCooper). A judgement is

the assignment of a type to a proposition representing the
meaning of an experience. The assignment of this type is
based on the construction of an explicit proof, following the
perspective of propositions-as-proofs [21]. The proof takes
the form of an abductive inference, to reflect that the actor
reasons to an explanation for why the experience is accorded
the given meaning [10], [16], [17], [23]. Abduction in and by
itself is a non-monotonic form of reasoning; what we discuss
later is how, beyond the possibility to refute the conclusion
of the inference as such, we also include explicit statements
within the inference itself to indicate what is subject to future
verification (or falsification).

This, admittedly, presents a fairly rapid flight into abstract
thought, while at the same time leaving several fundamental
concepts like “meaning” completely undefined. We correct this
in the sections below. What is important to get clear at this
point is that we start from an assumption of asymmetric agency
for modeling human-robot interaction, particularly where it
concerns collaborative activity involving a team of humans
and robots:

Asymmetric agency: The notion of asymmetric
agency characterizes a group of agents, which in con-
nection/relation/comparison to each other experience
and understand reality differently (asymmetry in un-
derstanding), possibly resulting in different reactions
to, and expectations about, acting and interacting in
that reality (asymmetry in acting/interacting).

In the next section, we look in more detail at the char-
acterization of situated dialogue processing for human-robot
interaction, particularly the notion of (situated) meaning we
adopt. After that, we return to the issue of building up and
maintaining common ground.

III. SITUATED DIALOGUE AS COLLABORATIVE ACTIVITY

Communication is key in a human-robot team, just like
it is in “normal” human teams. We need it to coordinate
the task work, what we are doing, whether we are carrying
out our actions individually or jointly. Similarly, we need to
coordinate how we will carry them, the team work, organizing
the team to face the oncoming challenges. And all of that is
set against a coordination or alignment of how we understand
the environment itself, and how we are even supposed to carry
out our tasks there. See also e.g. [13], [14].

That makes situated dialogue an inherent part of collabora-
tive activity – and vice versa, it is difficult to regard situated
dialogue simply for what it does linguistically. The meanings
it helps construct go beyond the lexical meanings of words. It
is about how dialogue can be anchored in an understanding of
the world and what is happening there, the intentions of other
actors to explain why someone is doing or saying something,
and what expectations need to or can be held for what might
happen “next.” Meaning is situated.

By that we mean the following. Situation Semantics char-
acterizes the truth of a proposition (for an utterance) to be
relative to a situation – or rather, a set of connected situations



(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Entering church, pilot observes rubble heap, then UGV crosses it

[8]: The utterance situation, the focus situation, and possi-
bly one or more resource situations. The utterance situation
characterizes how the actors involved in the dialogue find
themselves in the situation. This includes how they experience
the situation being discussed (directly, or mediated e.g. through
a user interface), and the social relations between them (e.g.
a UGV operator talking to a robot she supervises). The
focus situation is the situation under discussion (e.g. a rubble
pile right in front of the robot), whereas resource situations
cover background knowledge and previous situations which
might have a (referential) bearing on talking about the current
situation (e.g. the knowledge that crossing the rubble pile
presents a threat to the robot, and that it is right in front of the
door the robot just passed in order to get into the destroyed
building being explored).

Consider Fig. 1. It shows an actual situation we encountered
during a disaster response, aiding in structural damage assess-
ment in the aftermath of the earthquakes that hit northern Italy
(July 2012). The robot is about to enter the western aisle of the
San Francesco d’Assisi church in Mirandola. Right behind the
door there is a large pile of rubble, the result of a ceiling having
caved in. The following dialogue illustrates the concepts of
situated meaning.1

1) Situation Fig. 1 (a) H=human, R=robot

a) H Mission Spc: “There seems to be a rubble pile in front of you.”
b) R: “Acknowledged, I can see some rubble ahead.”
c) R, to H UGV Op: “Shall I attempt to cross it?”
d) H UGV Op: “Go ahead.”
e) R, to H UGV Op: “Okay, moving forward.”

2) Situation Fig. 1 (b)

a) R, to H UGV Op: “I am trying to cross the rubble pile.”
b) R, to H UGV Op: “However I am not sure whether I can continue.”
c) R, to H UGV Op: “Could you please take over?”

Starting with the situation in Fig. 1 (a), the Mission Spc
introduces the rubble pile as the focus situation (1a). The
robot acknowledges that it has received the information, and
that it can ground it in something which it has observed
(1b). The choice of words for the referring expression is
deliberately “vague” to reflect the fact that the robot has
observed something, which could classify as rubble, without
meaning to indicate it has seen exactly what the human means.
In (1c) the focus is on the intended action event, using the
previous focus on the observed situation now as a resource
situation for the pronominal reference “it.” Also, note that
the utterance situation changes: The robot shifts the dialogue
to the UGV operator, as this person is (currently) in charge
of deciding about where the robot is to go. (1d) confirms

1This dialogue is for illustration purposes only. During the actual deploy-
ment, the robots were tele-operated, and did not speak.

the intention expressed earlier in (1c). Finally, (1e) uses both
the initial situation of (1a) and the (now confirmed) intended
action of (1c-d) together: The forward contrasts with the earlier
position of the robot, towards the pile to be crossed.

The continuation of the dialogue in (2) provides further
illustrations of team-work, beyond simple acknowledgements
as in (1b) and (1d). In (2a) the robot shifts the focus to the
actual progress it is making. (2b) gives a negative valuation
of that progress, shifting the focus from progress to valuation,
using (2a) now as resource. (The basis for such a valuation can
be that safety thresholds for autonomous 3D structure traversal
are close to being violated.) Finally, in reference to the action
under execution (2a) and its progress valuation (2b), (2c) shifts
the focus even further, purely to the level of the social structure
(team-work): The robot suggests the operator to momentarily
take over execution.

The dialogue shows how the different aspects of team- and
task-work get intertwined in a form of understanding which
ties together physical situations, actions, social structure, and
communication per se. The system described in [7] provides
the basic sources of information we need to reason with: Con-
tinual plans and their execution, team structure, environment
models up to a level of conceptual-functional understanding.
In the next section, we discuss a further development of
the notion of assertion [2], [17] to aid in reasoning with
asymmetric agency, and provide a notion of social sentience
to facilitate the explicit reasoning with social dynamics for
communication about team-work.

IV. COMMON GROUND, SOCIAL SENTIENCE, AND
ASYMMETRIC AGENCY

We use abductive inference as the basic mode of reasoning
in situated dialogue processing [10], [17], [28]. This type of
inference derives an explanation: ∆ explains why we believe
Γ can happen given our knowledge Σ, i.e. Σ ∧ ∆ |= Γ.

There are two crucial things to observe here. First, we focus
explicitly on the proof underlying the conclusion, Π[Σ∧∆] |=
Γ. The proof steps make explicit what information we base
the explanation on. Second, the explanation we draw is a
judgment: We infer that ∆ is of a particular type t, ∆[t]. As
a type it has an internal structure, rather than that it has an
objective truth (i.e. a truth value in a model shared by the
different actors involved) [6], [21].

Proofs draw from various sources of information to con-
struct their conclusions. In keeping with the characterization
of meaning outlined above, we can see that a proof essentially
circumscribes a situation in which a certain set of actions is
to be, or has been, performed, to achieve an inferable goal. It
appeals to information constituting a focus (relative to which
a goal is to be achieved), several resources (beliefs about
the world, and what other actors might believe [20]; existing
plans), as well as a dynamic social structure (e.g. knowledge
about actions; roles, their needs and obligations [7]). See also
[11], [17] for examples.

As the collaboration progresses, we thus get a sequence
of proofs: Proofs explaining how the robot can achieve a



particular goal (collaborative action selection and -planning),
linked to proofs explaining why a human actor is doing what
she is doing (intention recognition). By appealing to situations,
these proofs build up a dynamic structure or “universe” over
how the robot believes these situations hang together. We can
first of all consider this at the level of the dynamics of these
situations themselves. Consider σ to be a situation, in the
sense of characterizing a focus, a social structure, and (pointers
to) reference situations. Furthermore, let α be the non-empty
sequence of actions implied by a proof Π[Σ ∧ ∆] to help
establish the goal ∆[t]. Then, if we understand σ[(Π[Σ∧∆])α]
in the dynamic sense, that is apply the sequence of actions α
resulting from Π to (or “in”) the situation σ, we should get to
a new situation σ′ in which the goal ∆[t] “holds.”

More precisely still, the result of the application of α
to σ typically is a sequence of situations, of which σ′ is
only the end-result. And the proof makes explicit, what the
information the inclusion of these actions in the inference
is based on. Now, given that robots invariably need to act
under uncertainty and incomplete knowledge, we need to
address this in our inferences. [11], [17] show how uncertainty
can be included by constructing a probabilistic version of
weighted abduction [10]. They also show how a basic form of
incomplete knowledge can be dealt with through the notion of
assertion, similar to [2]. An assertion is a (logical, probability-
weighted) statement about a piece of information which is
needed to construct the proof, but for which the robot has
neither positive nor negative indications. An example is the
assertion that there is a door, to gain access into a building, if
the goal is to explore the inside of a building. If this assertion
turns out to be falsified (i.e. there is no door), we need to
reconsider the course of actions to be taken. In continual
planning, assertions are therefore used as explicit points in
a plan at which re-planning may be needed.

Here, we suggest to extend the notion of assertion, and the
(existentially closed) logical language for constructing proofs
with the notion of strong negation [31]. Whereas the classical
notion of negation basically entails a failure to prove, strong
negation states something explicitly as not possible or justified.
Strong negation has been considered in several approaches
to knowledge representation, to include an explicit notion of
(closed) falsifiability – which we can now put “opposite to” the
notion of assertion as an explicit notion of (open) verifiability.
Strong negation says something cannot be the case on the basis
of what is known (or the proof fails), where an assertion states
that something is assumed to be the case on the basis of what
is essentially not known (or, again, the proof fails).

If we now look back at our proofs, as judgements anchored
to a complex structure over situations, we thus see that with
the inclusion of assertions and strong negation we obtain
a framework in which we can represent and reason with
the asymmetry inherent to a human-robot team. First of all,
attributed and shared beliefs become judgements based in
proofs which can be qualified with statements about explicit
verifiability and falsifiability. That changes these beliefs from
“true statements” into subjective judgements about others,

presumed to hold under the continual observations of the
other’s actions. And if a proof turns out to become invalidated
(assertion- or strong negation-wise), this is then immediately
traceable to the beliefs these proofs are based on, indicating
what needs to be retracted.

We can take this a step further though. There is no reason
why we can only reason about beliefs, and how these beliefs
lead to actions, already observed or observable. We can lift
verifiability/falsifiability to the level of intentional reasoning,
and reason about what we expect to do or not to do, in the light
of what is necessary to do. Fig. 2 illustrates a team structure.
It describes roles familiar from [3], [25], identifying for each
role the kinds of team- and task-work related information it is
responsible for, in relation to another role. For example, the
UGV platform (role) reports status to the pilot (playable by
either a human or a robot), and the pilot can order the platform
to go to a particular location.

With the constructions at hand, we can define an addi-
tional level of proofs. This level essentially captures the team
work. Each proof is cast as a temporal sequence of actions,
with accompanying references to situations, and with explicit
verifiable/falsifiable references to the achievability of specific
goals by (or through) specific agents. These latter goals in and
by themselves can again be translated into proofs, anchoring
them in the actual situations. This is crucial: It enables to
anchor the team work in the ongoing task work set in a
dynamic environment, and it makes it possible to reason about
how the team can actually achieve its goals together. The
collaboration in (1)-(2) already illustrated this concept. An
initial proof planned for autonomously crossing the rubble,
under the strong assumption that safety thresholds would not
be crossed. This allowed the robot to play the role of Pilot,
and the human to be the Pilot-in-Command. Once the safety
thresholds were crossed though, this required a revision of the
plan. The responsibility was transferred to the human, to pilot
the platform across the rubble. This leads to a possibility to
deal with what we define here as social sentience:

Social sentience: The notion of social sentience im-
plies a capability for an actor to reason explicitly with
its role within a social structure, how the assump-
tion of this role requires the assumption of certain
responsibilities (goals to be achieved) with respect to
other roles – and how the inability to fulfill some or
all of these responsibilities may require shifting such
responsibilities to other actors, resulting in a shift of
roles within the social structure.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The paper outlined an approach to dealing with the problem
of asymmetric agency in forming common ground between
actors in a human-robot team, particularly as regarded from the
viewpoint of the robot. The claim is that this is one of the most
fundamental problems to overcome regarding the human-robot
interaction bottleneck in robot-assisted USAR. We argued that
the (logical-probabilistic) means for doing so, based on the
notions of assertion and strong negation, introduce general



Fig. 2. Team roles with “responsibilities” as upward and downward actions/information needs

concepts of verifiability and falsifiability under incomplete
knowledge. We then discussed how these concepts can be
lifted to a higher level of reasoning about the dynamics of
social structure in a human-robot team, to provide the robot
with an explicit notion of social sentience.

At the moment, we are working on a novel continual planner
to provide an implementation of the approach described here.
The planner is based on multi-agent continual planning with
assertions [2]. The planner works of a notion of “state”
formulated as a world situation, covering the social situation
(or the utterance situation), as well as a focus and set of
resource situations. The planner works in conjunction with an
execution monitoring strategy, and an ”engine” which updates
state based on planner-external sensory perception.
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